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Description

[0001] This invention concerns apparatus for
processing a coded video signal. In particular, this
invention concerns apparatus for prioritizing a video sig-
nal subjected to variable length coding (VLC) according
to the MPEG standard.
[0002] US patent 5,122,875-Raychaudhuri et al.
describes a system for processing a high definition tele-
vision (HDTV) signal subjected to MPEG-like variable
length coding. MPEG is a standardized coding format
being established by the International Organization for
Standardization. The standard is described in the docu-
ment "International Organization for Standardization,"
ISO/IEC DIS 11172, Coding for Moving Pictures and
Associated Audio for Digital Storage Media, Rev. Nov.
23, 1991, which document is incorporated herein by ref-
erence for description of the general code format. The
Raychaudhuri system includes a priority selector which
separates codewords into high and low priority code-
word sequences. The high and low priority codeword
sequences correspond to compressed video data of rel-
atively greater and lesser importance to image repro-
duction, respectively.
[0003] The priority selector analyzes codewords in
order to calculate a breakpoint between high and low
priority segments for a given image slice. As will be
seen, a "slice" is an image segment corresponding to
one of the layers of the MPEG coding syntax. The code-
word datastream is then passed to a transport proces-
sor which packs the codeword data into transport cells
each including header and payload sections, and which
provides output HP and SP datastreams.
[0004] It is herein recognized as desirable for a pri-
ority selector unit in a data prioritizing system to exhibit
synchronous operation so as to simplify timing require-
ments, e.g., by requiring only a single clock. In addition,
it is herein recognized as desirable for the priority selec-
tor to process the codeword datastream without render-
ing the datastream incompatible with a standard data
format, such as MPEG, when the prioritized data is
received and packed by a transport processor prior to
an output channel.
[0005] According to the present invention, there is
provided apparatus for facilitating the segmentation of a
codeword datastream into first and second prioritized
codeword sequences in a video signal processing sys-
tem, said apparatus including:

means for providing a video signal codeword
datastream comprising a succession of data groups
and for providing a length word concurrently with
each codeword of said video signal codeword
datastream, said length word designating the bit
length of the associated codeword;
codeword processing means including analysing
means, said analysing means being responsive to
said codeword datastream and being operative dur-

ing an analysis interval for determining a priority
breakpoint between codewords within a data group;

transport processor means for receiving an output
codeword datastream from said codeword process-
ing means, and for formatting said output codeword
datastream into said first and second prioritized
codeword sequences for transmission via first and
second prioritized data channels;
said apparatus being characterized by:
means for generating null codewords during said
analysis intervals, said null codewords being code-
words with a length of zero; and
means for inserting said null codewords into said
video signal codeword datastream.

[0006] In a preferred embodiment, a codeword pri-
oritizer inserts null codewords into the codeword datast-
ream during intervals when the prioritizer pauses to
analyse a codeword sequence to determine where to
establish a breakpoint between high priority (HP) and
standard priority (SP) codewords. The null words are
ignored by a following transport processor which packs
codewords into cells, thereby maintaining compatibility
with the MPEG format.

Brief Description of the Drawing

[0007]

FIGURE 1 shows a portion of a system for process-
ing video data, such as high definition television
data, including a priority processor containing
apparatus according to the present invention.

FIGURE 2 is a pictorial representation of
sequences of image fields/frames of encoded video
signals.

FIGURE 3 is a block diagram of an HDTV encoding
system including a codeword prioritizer containing
apparatus according to the present invention.

FIGURE 4 is a pictorial representation of datablock
generation developed by encoding/compression
apparatus in the system of FIGURE 3.

FIGURE 5 is a generalized pictorial representation
of the data format provided by the encoding com-
pression apparatus in the system of FIGURE 3.

[0008] In FIGURE 1, digital video data from a high
definition television source 10 is subjected to MPEG-like
variable length coding (i.e., data compression) in a proc-
essor 14. Data source 10 reorders a sequence of origi-
nal image field/frame data (as shown in FIGURE 2A) so
as to appear at an output as shown in FIGURE 2B. The
reordered sequence is applied to processor/compres-
sor 14 which generates a compressed sequence of
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frames that are coded accordingly to an MPEG-like for-
mat. This format is hierarchical and is illustrated in
abbreviated form in FIGURE 5. The MPEG hierarchical
format includes a plurality of layers each with respective
header information. Nominally each header includes a
start code, data related to the respective layer, and pro-
vision for adding header extensions. Much of the header
information (as indicated in the referenced MPEG docu-
ment) is required for synchronization purposes in an
MPEG systems environment. Compressed video data,
i.e., variable length coded (VLC) parallel codewords
hierarchically formatted as indicated in FIGURE 5, are
coupled from processor 14 to a FIFO priority analysis
buffer 22, which stores codewords immediately before
being analysed by an analysis circuit of a priority proc-
essor 20.

[0009] Processor 14 develops codewords contain-
ing codeword type data required by priority processor
20. Specifically, processor 14 employs a plurality of
ROMs to transform each parallel input codeword into a
parallel 22-bit equivalent format exhibiting a 7-bit type
field and a 15-bit value field. The type field contains
information which distinguishes codewords which have
different meanings and different relative priorities, i.e.,
on the basis of type, within the MPEG hierarchy. The
value field contains quantitative information for particu-
lar codeword types. All fifteen bits of the value field are
not always used. For example, type "51" is a motion vec-
tor, and the 9-bit value associated with it indicates the
magnitude of the vector. Processor 14 also provides a
Length word concurrently with each codeword, indicat-
ing the length of that codeword, on separate busses in
parallel-bit format. U.S. patent 5,122,875 - Raychaud-
huri discloses exemplary compressor apparatus which
may be used for element 14 to provide MPEG-like hier-
archically layered compressed video data.
[0010] The 22-bit codewords from processor 14 are
provided non-synchronously to priority processor 20,
together with a WRITE signal from processor 14 that
tells buffer 22 when a (valid) new codeword is ready to
be received. A write enable clock WRITE EN is provided
for valid codewords to be written to buffer 22. A 23.6
MHz READ signal generated by system clock generator
25 is the single system clock used by all the elements of
priority processor 20. A read enable signal READ EN is
generated by control unit 24 when unit 24 detects that
buffer 22 is receiving data from unit 14, and is inhibited
at other times. Other characteristics of the READ EN
signal will be discussed subsequently.
[0011] Priority processor 20 analyses the codeword
datastream one slice at a time, and inserts null code-
words (codewords with a designated length of zero)
between slices during analysis intervals when the prior-
ity processor is calculating a breakpoint value which pri-
oritizes each slice into HP and SP segments. Eventually
these segments are packed into HP or SP cells by
transport processor 50. A slice is an MPEG prescribed
image segment which is shown in and will be described

in connection with FIGURES 4 and 5. Associated with
each codeword, including null codewords, is a parallel
Length word which designates the bit length of the
associated codeword. Null codewords are also inserted
during intervals when no codewords are being gener-
ated by processor 14 (i.e., during image intervals con-
taining little or no motion or image detail). The null
codewords facilitate the synchronous operation of proc-
essor 20 and permit the use of a single system clock
(READ). The null codewords are ignored by transport
processor 50 during the data packing operation since
the Length word associated with each null codeword is
assigned a value of zero.

[0012] Buffer 22 may be of conventional design. For
example, buffer 22 may include a pair of paralleled 8-bit
wide buffers for receiving the 15-bit value codeword in
respective portions, and an 8-bit wide buffer for receiv-
ing the 7-bit type codeword. Buffer type IDT 72241, pro-
duced by Integrated Device Technology is an 8-bit wide
unit suitable for this purpose. Buffered outputs from
these 8-bit units may be conveyed to value and type
codeword outputs of buffer 22 via respective D flip-flops
which are clocked by the READ signal and receive data
at their "D" input from outputs of respective 8-bit buffers.
The READ EN signal may be used to control a gate
which permits or inhibits the flow of data from the 8-bit
buffers to the output D flip-flops.
[0013] Codewords are read out from buffer 22 syn-
chronously in response to the READ clock, one code-
word at a time, but reading out stops between slices.
Time multiplexer 28 inserts null codewords into the
datastream from buffer 22 during intervals when buffer
22 is empty, and when buffer 22 is not reading out dur-
ing analysis intervals when the priority breakpoint is
being calculated for a given slice. A null codeword and
associated (zero) length word are generated by a com-
parator and null codeword generator 26. The compara-
tor portion of unit 26 monitors the output of buffer 22,
and is programmed to sense the occurrence of a Picture
Start codeword (which occurs immediately before each
picture frame), and a Slice Start codeword (which
occurs immediately before each image slice). The
appearance of a Slice Start codeword, for example, indi-
cates that a given slice (N) has been read out from
buffer 22, and that the next slice (N+1) is about to be
written into buffer 22. The analysis of slice data by a
breakpoint analyser 42 consumes a predetermined
number of clock cycles, at the end of which buffer 22 is
enabled to read out again in response to the READ EN
signal, and null word generation stops. A null codeword
and its associated parallel Length word are applied to
one input of a time multiplexer 28, another input of
which receives the type and value data output from
buffer 22.
[0014] Register 30, clocked with the READ system
clock, re-times the datastream to account for timing dis-
crepancies that may occur due to the fact that multi-
plexer 28 is not a clocked device and may contribute a
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time delay. The synchronous codeword output of regis-
ter 30 is applied to one input of a codeword buffer 36 via
a comparator and flag generator 32, and to another
input of codeword buffer 36 via a three-clock period
delay network 34. The comparator portion of unit 32 is
programmed to detect four codeword types for the pur-
pose of generating four associated indicators, or flags,
so that these codeword types are appropriately marked
when received by transport processor 50. The four flags
needed by the transport processor are a Group Start
flag, a Picture Start flag, a Record Header flag and a
Macroblock Address Increment flag. The flags are con-
veyed in parallel with the codeword stream.

[0015] Unit 32 generates the Group Start flag one
codeword before the Picture Start codeword for an "I"
frame (as will be seen and discussed in connection with
FIGURES 4 and 5), and is therefore passed to code-
word buffer 36 with a two-clock delay. The Group Start
flag is coincident with a null codeword, one codeword
before the Picture Start codeword. The Picture Start
flag is generated coincident with the Picture Start code-
word of every frame (I, P, B frames in FIGURE 4). The
Picture Start flag is generated by detecting the Picture
Start codeword type, and passing the flag to codeword
buffer 36 with a three clock period delay so as to be time
aligned with the Picture Start codeword. The Record
Header flag is generated at the beginning of every slice,
one codeword before the Slice Start codeword, and is
coincident with a null codeword which is later replaced
by the priority breakpoint value by means of the opera-
tion of MUX 41. The Record Header codeword com-
prises a value indicating the priority breakpoint for the
associated slice. The comparator in unit 32 detects the
Slice Start type codeword, and outputs the Slice Start
flag to buffer 36 with a two-clock delay. When the
Record Header codeword emerges from codeword
buffer 36 after a predetermined number of clock cycles,
the priority breakpoint value for the current slice is avail-
able from analyser 42 and is inserted into the value field
of the null codeword which is coincident with the Record
Header, by means of multiplexer 41. The FLAG output
line of buffer 36 is applied to a control input of multi-
plexer 41 such that the priority breakpoint value is
inserted into the value field of the null word coincident
with the Record Header when the Record Header flag
appears in the FLAG output line of buffer 36. The break-
point value is inserted into the value field of the null
word associated with the Record Header flag so that
transport processor 50 has this value available when it
forms the Record Header itself. The Macroblock
Address Increment Indicator flag designates the begin-
ning of a macroblock, and is generated coincident with
the Macroblock Address Increment codeword when the
Macroblock Address Increment codeword type is
sensed.
[0016] Codeword buffer 36 is a fixed number of
clock periods in length, 8192 clock periods in this exam-
ple. As the codewords enter buffer 36 from delay 34, the

flags produced by unit 32 are time aligned with their
respective codewords and travel through buffer 36 with
them. The long, fixed length delay exhibited by buffer 36
allows breakpoint analyser 42 and associated circuits
sufficient time to process the statistics of the codewords
within a slice and produce a priority breakpoint value to
prioritize the codewords when they emerge from buffer
36.

[0017] Properly time aligned codewords and flags
from buffer 36 are conveyed in parallel to respective
inputs of priority flag generator 40, which also receives
the Priority Breakpoint value from breakpoint analyser
42. The output codewords from unit 40 are inversely
translated back to the codeword format at the input of
processor 14 by means of unit 48, and are arranged into
HP and SP cells, or transport packets, each having a
header and a data (payload) section, by means of trans-
port processor 50. HP and SP packets from transport
processor 50 are processed by an output processor 55
before being transmitted over a data channel. As shown
in Figure 3 and in US Patent 5,122,875-Raychaudhuri et
al., output processor 55 may include rate buffer, error
correction and modem networks. The Raychaudhuri
patent also describes networks which may be used for
MPEG-like hierarchical encoding, codeword analysis for
prioritizing purposes, and transport processing, as will
be discussed subsequently.
[0018] To establish the slice priority breakpoint and
consequently prioritized HP and SP bitstreams, the pri-
ority processing circuitry requires the data statistics for
that slice, unaffected by changes that may be caused by
new codewords entering the priority processor during
the next slice interval. One architecture for addressing
this problem involves the use of two priority analysis
input buffers, operating in "ping-pong" fashion whereby
codewords for a current slice are written into one buffer
while codewords for a previous slice are read out from
the other buffer. A dual buffer arrangement of this type is
used in the system described in the previously men-
tioned Raychaudhuri patent. Although the dual buffer
technique works adequately, it is expensive in terms of
hardware since two buffers are required. In addition, the
circuitry for generating timing control signals is compli-
cated since the variable length coded slice codewords
typically exhibit different lengths. The priority processor
of FIGURE 1 offers simpler, less expensive architecture
using only one input buffer in the form of input buffer 22,
and takes advantage of intervals when encoder 12 is
not sending data.
[0019] The read enable signal READ EN provided
to buffer 22 from control unit 24 facilitates the input
buffer architecture comprising single buffer 22. As men-
tioned previously, the READ EN signal is absent when
no codewords are read from buffer 22 and when buffer
22 is empty. At this time null codewords are inserted into
the datastream via multiplexer 28 so that the codeword
datastream remains synchronous. Buffer 22 begins
reading out data when the READ EN signal appears at
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the end of the breakpoint analysis interval, and normally
will continue to read out unless a break in the input
codeword stream occurs (i.e., in response to an image
with little or no detail) such that the codeword inventory
in buffer 22 is depleted, in which case READ EN is
inhibited and null codewords are inserted into the
datastream via units 26 and 28. READ EN also is inhib-
ited when control unit 24 senses (e.g., by means of
comparators) a Picture Start codeword type or a Slice
Start codeword type at the output of buffer 22. This con-
dition indicates that the data that had been reading out
from buffer 22 immediately before the buffer read oper-
ation stopped all belonged to a previous slice (N), and
that a new slice (N+1) is about to begin.

[0020] Sensing of these codeword types occurs
before the codeword itself is clocked out of buffer 22,
and the codeword will remain in the output register of
buffer 22 while READ EN is inhibited. This action is nec-
essary because to detect the end of a slice it is neces-
sary to observe the next Slice Start codeword or Picture
Start codeword. Therefore the particular codeword that
is detected will remain in buffer 22 until the next slice
interval, even though it is used to detect the end of the
current slice interval. While READ EN is disabled, the
priority processor is in an analysis mode, and incoming
codewords back up within buffer 22 until it reaches a
predetermined capacity, at which time a Transport
Ready control signal is inhibited, indicating to unit 14
that no more data can be accepted.
[0021] The determination of the slice priority break-
point involves interaction between breakpoint analyser
42 and dual-port Random Access Memory (RAM) 44,
which operates over a slice interval and is cleared after
each slice analysis interval. In a slice data accumulation
mode, while input buffer 22 is reading out data, RAM 44
receives slice codeword type data at a first address
port. Associated Length words, accumulated for all pre-
vious occurrences of that codeword type so far in the
analysis interval, are sent to an accumulator via a first
data port of RAM 44. A Length word is generated by
processor 14 at the same time a variable length code-
word is generated, indicating the bit length of the
respectively associated codeword, and is sent to the
other input node of the accumulator. The output of the
accumulator contains an updated total of codeword bits
for that particular codeword type at that point in the
analysis interval, and is restored in RAM 44 by means of
a second data port. During the data analysis mode, the
sources for the RAM 44 data and addresses change. An
incrementer output that counts from address 0, which
represents the highest priority codeword type, to the
highest codeword type value which represents the low-
est priority codeword type, is sent to the first address
port of RAM 44. The first data port will therefore be
sending the accumulated bit lengths for each succes-
sively lower priority codeword type to one input node of
the accumulator. The accumulator's other input is fed
back from its own output so that the accumulator is

effectively summing the total bit lengths of every code-
word type in declining order of importance. At the point
when the sum reaches the value of a signal HP FRAC
BITS (discussed below), the codeword type whose bit
length total caused the overall sum to reach HP FRAC
BITS value is noted and will be used for the priority
breakpoint of that analysis interval. The second address
port of RAM 44 receives a delayed version of the incre-
menter count while the second data port is sending zero
values to clear the locations and prepare the RAM for
the accumulation mode of the next analysis interval.

[0022] Length values accumulated and stored by
RAM 44 for the respective codeword types are con-
veyed to analyser 42 via the second data port of RAM
44. A data interrogation signal INTERR is conveyed
from analyser 42 to the second address port of RAM 44.
The interrogation signal causes RAM 44 to increment to
the next memory address in the course of accumulating
codeword type and length data, so that data from the
next address is sent to unit 42 for analysis. Beginning
with the highest address corresponding to highest prior-
ity data, RAM 44 accumulates codeword length values
for each codeword type in declining order of importance
until an address designated by an input signal HP FRAC
BITS is reached, and outputs accumulated codeword
length values to analyser 42.
[0023] Analyser 42 determines the priority break-
point as a function of accumulated codeword length val-
ues and the value of input signal HP FRAC BITS. This
signal indicates to breakpoint determining circuitry
within unit 42 the target number of bits that are to be
conveyed in the high priority channel for the slice being
analysed. Signal HP FRAC BITS is the product of the
number of bits in the slice currently being analysed, and
an algorithmically determined parameter HP FRAC rep-
resenting a percentage of high priority-to-total bit rate.
HP FRAC basically is a data-split parameter dynami-
cally computed over a frame interval as a function of bit
allocation information and buffer occupancy information
received from encoder rate buffers, for example. The
number of bits of the slice being analysed is computed
by a microprocessor (not shown), and the parameter HP
FRAC may be computed as described in US Patent
5,144,425-Joseph. The Joseph patent also describes
apparatus including a breakpoint analyser and accumu-
lator responsive to length and type codewords, and to a
value corresponding to the HP FRAC parameter.
[0024] While codewords of a slice N are being ana-
lysed by unit 42 (at which time null words are inserted
into the data stream), codewords of subsequent slices
are being buffered within unit 22 as they are sent by unit
14. Since the READ EN signal is inhibited during the
analysis interval, the amount of codewords stored by
buffer 22 for the next slice continues to grow. This is not
seen as a problem, however, because it has been
observed that although unit 14 is capable of sending a
considerable amount of data to buffer 22, data is often
absent for relatively long periods of time such as when
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the image being processed possesses little or no detail
or motion information. These idling periods are
exploited, whereby buffer 22 is permitted to catch-up
and ultimately empty via the read out process before the
next burst of data is received from unit 14.

[0025] It is possible that buffer 22 may be full or
almost full when unit 14 is ready to transmit the next
burst of codewords to buffer 22. In this case a TRANS-
PORT READY signal from buffer 22 is inhibited, instruct-
ing an output buffer associated with unit 14 not to send
data, whereby the output buffer of unit 14 continues to
fill rather than reading out. This action provides a safety
mechanism to provide data from being lost between unit
14 and priority processor 20. If the capacity of buffer 22
is large enough, the TRANSPORT READY signal will
rarely be used.
[0026] In the system thus far described, non-syn-
chronous input codewords are converted to a synchro-
nous codeword datastream by means of null word
insertion so that subsequent hardware can operate in
response to a common clock. Hardware requirements
are simplified since only a single input FIFO buffer, dual-
port RAM and analyser unit are required, while minimiz-
ing the number of times the datastream from the
encoder must be stopped.
[0027] Priority flag generator 40 generates high pri-
ority and standard priority flags for respectively indicat-
ing the presence of high and standard priority codeword
sequences as determined by the priority breakpoint. To
this end flag generator 40 contains a comparator net-
work responsive to the Priority Breakpoint value from
analyser 42. Unit 40 also receives a Record Header flag
and other flags as previously discussed from buffer 36,
and type and value codewords (CW) via buffer 36 and
multiplexer 41. These codewords contain the Priority
Breakpoint value in the Record Header null codeword
value field of each slice, as inserted by Mux 41 in
response to the appearance of the Record Header flag
from codeword buffer 36. The Priority Breakpoint value
in each slice Record Header facilitates decoding at a
receiver by indicating where (i.e., at which codeword
type in a slice) the HP/SP priority break will occur.
Transport processor 50 uses the HP and SP flags gen-
erated by unit 40 to divide its input codeword datast-
ream into output HP and SP datastreams. Codewords
following an HP flag are routed to an output HP data
path, and codewords following an SP flag are routed to
an output SP data path. Parallel output data from unit 40
include the codewords from Mux 41 and the several
flags from buffer 36, which are substantially unaltered
by unit 40, and properly time-aligned HP and SP flags
generated by unit 40.
[0028] Before being applied to transport processor
50, the output codeword datastream from unit 40 is
processed by block 48, which provides the inverse of
the codeword processing provided by unit 14. Unit 48
passes certain datastream components, such as flags,
unaltered. Type and value code data are converted by

respective ROMs in unit 48 into variable length code-
words of up to 32 bits in length. Parallel data provided
by priority processor 20 to transport processor 50
includes codewords, length words, flags including those
generated by unit 32 and the HP, SP flags generated by
unit 40. Transport processor 50 responds to the HP and
SP flags for segmenting the codeword datastream from
priority processor 20 into HP and SP streams of data
packets containing payload and header sections, which
are processed by an output processor 55 as will be
seen in connection with FIGURE 3. Additional informa-
tion concerning the manner in which transport proces-
sor 50 develops prioritized output HP and SP
datastreams is found in US patent No. 5,231,486 of A.A.
Acampora.

[0029] FIGURE 3 illustrates an exemplary HDTV
encoding system employing apparatus according to the
invention. FIGURE 3 shows the system processing a
single video input signal, but it is to be understood that
the luminance and chrominance components are proc-
essed separately, and that luminance motion vectors
are used for generating compressed chrominance com-
ponents. The compressed luminance and chrominance
components are interleaved to form macroblocks before
codeword priority parsing.
[0030] A sequence of image fields/frames shown in
FIGURE 2A is applied to circuitry 305 which reorders
the fields/frames according to FIGURE 2B. The reor-
dered sequence is applied to a compressor 310 which
generates a compressed sequence of frames that are
coded according to an MPEG-like format. This format is
hierarchical and is illustrated in abbreviated form in FIG-
URE 5. The MPEG hierarchical format includes a plural-
ity of layers each with respective header information.
Nominally each header includes a start code, data
related to the respective layer and provision for adding
header extensions.
[0031] When referring to the MPEG-like signal pro-
duced by the system, what is meant is that (a) succes-
sive picture fields/frames of video signals are encoded
according to an I, P, B coding sequence, and (b) coded
data at the picture level is encoded in MPEG-like slices
or group of blocks, where the number of slices per
field/frame may differ and the number of macro blocks
per slice may differ. An I coded frame is one which is
intraframe compressed such that only I frame com-
pressed data is required to reproduce an image. P
coded frames are coded according to a forward motion
compensated predictive method, where the P frame
coded data is generated from the current frame and an
I or P frame occurring before the current frame. B coded
frames are coded according to a bidirectionally motion
compensated predictive method. The B coded frame
data is generated from the current frame and from I and
P frames occurring both before and after the current
frame.
[0032] The coded output signal of the present sys-
tem is segmented into groups of fields/frames, or
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groups of pictures (GOP) illustrated by the row of boxes
L1 (FIGURE 5). Each GOP (L2) includes a header fol-
lowed by segments of picture data. The GOP header
includes data related to the horizontal and vertical pic-
ture size, the aspect ratio, the field/frame rate, the bit
rate, etc.

[0033] The picture data (L3) corresponding to
respective picture fields/frames includes a picture
header followed by slice data (L4). The picture header
includes a field/frame number and a picture code type.
Each slice (L4) includes a slice header followed by a
plurality of blocks of data MBi. The slice header includes
a group number and a quantization parameter.
[0034] Each block MBi (L5) represents a macrob-
lock and includes a header followed by motion vectors
and coded coefficients. The MBi headers include a
macroblock address, a macroblock type and a quantiza-
tion parameter. The coded coefficients are illustrated in
layer L6. Each macroblock includes 6 blocks, including
four luminance blocks, one U chrominance block and
one V chrominance block. See FIGURE 4. A block rep-
resents a matrix of pixels, e.g., 8 x 8, over which a dis-
crete cosine transform (DCT) is performed. The four
luminance blocks are a 2 x 2 matrix of contiguous lumi-
nance blocks representing, e.g., a 16 x 16 pixel matrix.
The chrominance (U and V) blocks represent the same
total area as the four luminance blocks. That is, before
compression the chrominance signal is subsampled by
a factor of two horizontally and vertically relative to lumi-
nance. A slice of data corresponds to data representing
a rectangular portion of an image corresponding to an
area represented by a contiguous group of macrob-
locks. A frame may include a raster scan of 360 slices,
60 slices vertically by 6 slices horizontally.
[0035] The block coefficients are provided one
block at a time by the DCT. The DC coefficient occurs
first, followed by respective DCT AC coefficients in the
order of their relative importance. An end-of-block code
EOB is appended at the end of each successively
occurring block of data.
[0036] Data from compressor 310 is processed by a
prioritizer 311 before being provided to a transport proc-
essor 312 which segments the data into high priority
(HP) and standard priority (SP) components. These
components are coupled via rate buffers 313 and 314 to
respective forward error coding units 315 and 316. A
rate controller 318 cooperates with buffers 313, 314 to
adjust the average data rate provided by compressor
310. Thereafter the signals are coupled to a transmis-
sion modem 317 where the HP and SP data quadrature
amplitude modulate respective carriers within a stand-
ard 6 MHz NTSC television channel.

Claims

1. Apparatus for facilitating the segmentation of a
codeword datastream into first and second priori-
tized codeword sequences in a video signal

processing system, said apparatus including:

means (14) for providing a video signal code-
word datastream comprising a succession of
data groups and for providing a length word
concurrently with each codeword of said video
signal codeword datastream, said length word
designating the bit length of the associated
codeword;
codeword processing means (30-36, 40-44)
including analysing means (42), said analysing
means (42) being responsive to said codeword
datastream and being operative during an
analysis interval for determining a priority
breakpoint between codewords within a data
group;
transport processor means (50) for receiving
an output codeword datastream from said
codeword processing means, and for format-
ting said output codeword datastream into said
first and second prioritized codeword
sequences for transmission via first and sec-
ond prioritized data channels;
said apparatus being characterized by:
means (26) for generating null codewords dur-
ing said analysis intervals, said null codewords
being codewords with a length of zero; and
means (28) for inserting said null codewords
into said video signal codeword datastream.

2. Apparatus according to claim 1, characterised in
that

said video signal codeword datastream pro-
vided by said providing means (14) exhibits a
standardized coding format such as MPEG;
and
said transport processor means (50) ignores
said null codewords in the process of packing
codewords into data cells for transport.

3. Apparatus according to claim 1, characterised in
that

said video signal is a television signal contain-
ing image information constituted by a plurality
of image frames each comprising a plurality of
image slices; and
said analysis interval encompasses an image
slice interval.

4. Apparatus according to claim 1, and further charac-
terised by

translating means (14) for providing a trans-
lated version of an MPEG-coded video signal
to said codeword processing means (30-36,
40-44); and
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inversely translating means (48) for providing
an MPEG-coded video signal to said transport
processor.

Patentansprüche

1. Vorrichtung zur Erleichterung der Segmentation
eines Code-Wort-Datenstroms in erste und zweite
bevorrechtigte Code-Wort-Sequenzen in einem
Videosignal-Verarbeitungssystem, umfassend:

Mittel (14) zur Erzeugung eines Videosignal-
Code-Wort-Datenstroms, der eine Folge von
Datengruppen umfaßt, und zur Erzeugung
eines Längen-Worts gleichzeitig mit jedem
Code-Wort des Videosignal-Code-Wort-Daten-
stroms, wobei das Längen-Wort die Bit-Länge
des zugeordneten Code-Worts bezeichnet;
Code-Wort-Verarbeitungsmittel (30-36, 40-44)
mit Analysemitteln (42), wobei die Analysemit-
tel (42) auf den Code-Wort-Datenstrom
ansprechen und während eines Analyse-Inter-
valls wirksam sind, um einen Bevorrechti-
gungs-Unterbrechungspunkt zwischen Code-
Worten innerhalb einer Datengruppe zu
bestimmen;
Transportprozessor-Mittel (50) zum Empfang
eines Ausgangs-Code-Wort-Datenstroms von
den Code-Wort-Verarbeitungsmitteln und zur
Formatierung des Ausgangs-Code-Wort-
Datenstroms in die ersten und zweiten bevor-
rechtigten Code-Wort-Sequenzen für die Über-
tragung über erste und zweite bevorrechtigte
Datenkanäle; gekennzeichnet durch:
Mittel (26) zur Erzeugung von Null-Code-Wör-
tern während der Analyse-Intervalle, wobei die
Null-Code-Wörter Code-Wörter mit einer
Länge von null sind; und
Mittel (28) zum Einfügen der Null-Code-Wörter
in den Videosignal-Code-Wort-Datenstrom.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daß:

der von den Erzeugungsmitteln (14) erzeugte
Videosignal-Code-Wort-Datenstrom ein
genormtes Kodierformat wie z.B. MPEG auf-
weist; und
die Transportprozessor-Mittel (50), die Null-
Code-Wörter in dem Prozeß des Packens von
Code-Wörtern in Datenzellen für den Transport
ignorieren.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daß das Videosignal ein Fernsehsignal
ist, das Bildinformationen enthält, die durch eine
Mehrzahl von Vollbildern gebildet werden, die
jeweils eine Mehrzahl von Bild-Rechteckausschnit-

ten umfassen; und

das Analyse-Intervall ein Bild-Rechteckaus-
schnitt-Intervall umfaßt.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, gekennzeichnet
durch:

Umwandlungsmittel (14) zur Lieferung einer
umgewandelten Version eines MPEG-kodier-
ten Videosignals an die Code-Wort-Verarbei-
tungsmittel (30-36, 40-44); und
inverse Umwandlungsmittel (48) zur Lieferung
eines MPEG-kodierten Videosignals an den
Transportprozessor.

Revendications

1. Dispositif pour faciliter la segmentation d'un train de
données de mots de code en première et deuxième
séquences de mots de code classées par ordre de
priorité dans un système de traitement de signaux
vidéo, ledit appareil comportant :

un moyen (14) pour fournir un train de données
de mots de code de signal vidéo comprenant
une succession de groupes de données et
pour fournir un mot de longueur simultanément
à chaque mot de code dudit train de données
de mots de code de signal vidéo, ledit mot de
longueur désignant la longueur de bits du mot
de code associé ;
un moyen de traitement de mots de code (30 à
36, 40 à 44) comportant un moyen d'analyse
(42), ledit moyen d'analyse (42) répondant
audit train de données de mots de code et
fonctionnant durant un intervalle d'analyse
pour déterminer un point de rupture de priorité
entre les mots de code au sein d'un groupe de
données ;
un moyen de processeur de transport (50) pour
recevoir un train de données de mots de code
de sortie à partir dudit moyen de traitement de
mots de code, et pour formater ledit train de
données de mots de code de sortie en lesdites
première et deuxième séquences de mots de
code classées par ordre de priorité pour leur
transmission par l'intermédiaire de premier et
deuxième canaux de données classés par
ordre de priorité ;
ledit dispositif étant caractérisé par :
un moyen (26) pour générer des mots de code
nuls durant lesdits intervalles d'analyse, lesdits
mots de code nuls étant des mots de code
d'une longueur de zéro ; et
un moyen (28) pour insérer lesdits mots de
code nuls dans ledit train de données de mots
de code de signal vidéo.
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2. Dispositif selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que

ledit train de données de mots de code de
signal vidéo fourni par ledit moyen de fourniture
(14) présente un format de codage normalisé
tel que MPEG ; et
ledit moyen de processeur de transport (50)
ignore lesdits mots de code nuls dans le pro-
cessus de bourrage des mots de code dans
des cellules de données en vue de leur trans-
port.

3. Dispositif selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que

ledit signal vidéo est un signal de télévision
contenant des informations d'image consti-
tuées par une pluralité de trames d'image com-
prenant chacune une pluralité de tranches
d'image ; et
ledit intervalle d'analyse englobe un intervalle
de tranches d'image.

4. Dispositif selon la revendication 1, et caractérisé en
outre par

un moyen de traduction (14) pour fournir une
version traduite d'un signal vidéo codé MPEG
allant audit moyen de traitement de mots de
code (30 à 36, 40 à 44) ; et
un moyen de traduction inverse (48) pour four-
nir un signal vidéo codé MPEG audit proces-
seur de transport.
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